Response to a single dose of rubella SIV Gag replicating vector

**A**

- DCVV pre-bleed
- Rub. vector (+2 weeks)
- Rub. vector (+4 weeks)
- Rub. vector (+7 weeks)

**B**

- V584 pre-bleed
- 1<sup>o</sup> DNA
- 2<sup>o</sup> DNA
- 3<sup>o</sup> DNA
- Rub. vector (+2 weeks)
- Rub. vector (+4 weeks)

Response to multiple doses of rubella SIV Gag non-replicating vectors

**C**

- CL6V pre-bleed
- 1<sup>o</sup> non-repl. Rub. vector
- 2<sup>o</sup> non-repl. Rub. vector
- 3<sup>o</sup> non-repl. Rub. vector

**D**

- CL67 pre-bleed
- 1<sup>o</sup> non-repl. Rub. vector
- 2<sup>o</sup> non-repl. Rub. vector
- 3<sup>o</sup> non-repl. Rub. vector
- 4<sup>o</sup> repl. Rub. vector